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Abstract: Various life processes in human beings involve physiological and mental activity. Interestingly,
electromagnetic field is associated with such activities[11]. Psychological perception of one‟s environment or a
person‟s thought process induces characteristic electrical impulses in the brain. These signals travel throughout
the body and emit out in the form of electromagnetic radiations which is termed as “Aura” or “Bio-Field
Energy”. The aura of a person is directly connected to the level of health of the person. Change in the Aura
could be used to detect the person‟s health. Therefore, human health could be monitored by measuring the BioField Energy emitted from the body.
In this paper, a new hypothesis is introduced which tries to incorporate Human aura with science. We will
discuss about the sixth sense, human‟s Karma and the level of energy.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Paranormal by very etymology of term means beyond normal and thus has restricted understanding by normal
human beings. Only the tiny drop of knowledge is known in the ocean. In the distant past, people admired things
they could not explain and called them “miracles”. In ancient days people were able to see Auras. Several
paintings of people such as Buddha, Christ and their students were found with golden haloes around their heads,
because some artists could able to see the actual Aura [12]. In Australia remote West Kimberleys one can find
prehistoric cave paintings, many thousands of years old, depicting people with golden haloes.
Human body, from womb to tomb, continuously transmits signals within the body and around the body in its
ecosystem through faint electric currents.
As electricity passes through a metal wire it causes an energy field or magnetic field.In a similar way
when impulse passes through nerves it carries charge with it.As a result of this, it produces Bio-Field[13]. The
produced magnetic field is very small in magnitude. Highly sensitive instruments are required to measure the
magnitude of the magnetic field produced. Certain high level cameras have been developed which can detect the
aura colors.[14]
The people‟s perception and thoughts, determine the outcome of the Bio-Field associated with them termed as
Aura or Halo . For most common people the aura is so faint and weak that it is not visible by the naked eye.
However for those who are evolved, spiritually and humanely haloes could be visible due to larger amount BioField accumulated inside and around them. Thus the golden aura around spiritual leaders like Budhdha,
Mahavirji, idolized Hindu gods and goddesses, Christ etc.

II.

STRUCTURAL LEVEL OF AURA

Aura is made of different colours.Each colour has its own significance and meaning. Some of the colors have
been discussed below.
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The structure of the AURA can be understood based upon the interpretation of each color in the various
layers which together make-up the AURA. The human AURA very much depends upon and is a reflection of
the human behavior and psychology and act as a connection between the mental and physical factors.[1]
According to presumption, it is this Aura which affects the society and brings changes in and around them. As it
was found that several paintings of people such as Buddha, Christ and their students were found with different
colored (mostly golden and white) haloes around their heads, and since all of them shared spirituality and peace
of mind as common underscoring qualities, one can fairly associate the gold and white auras with these qualities

III.

BIO-FIELD

Biofields are fields surrounding living biological objects [3]. It is linked with cellular activities and
incudes the various healing process. They can have photonic, thermal, magnetic and electromagnetic
components [4]. One possible influence of biofield phenomena is that they may act directly on molecular
structures, changing the conformation of molecules in functionally significant ways[5]. Another influence is that
they may transfer bioinformation carried by very small energy signals interacting directly with the energy fields
of life, which is more recently known as the biofield [6]. Biofield is electromagnetic field existing very faintly
around an organism. Comparing it with traditional fields, earlier it was believed it was just suggested as strong
force as seen popularly among Hindus by „Yogis‟ or „saints‟ eventually this forces were researched and
comprised of electric and magnetic fields and can be measured.
Several animals have the ability to perceive the Bio-field surrounding them. Animals have shown the
ability to interact with the Earth‟s magnetic field eg.., Birds fly in a definite pattern. This pattern is formed when
bird‟s magnetic fields interact and resonate with the other bird‟s magnetic field and with Earth‟s magnetic field.
Similarly in Humans, if someone is looking from the back, the person could sense the feeling of being
constantly observed, the reason could be that, the magnetic field of the person gets concentrated and interacts
with the magnetic field of the other person. The magnetic field generated by the source basically disturbs the
recipient‟s magnetic field as a result the person can anticipate someone‟s presence.
Defining Energy
Physics describes the word energy as the ability to do work and work is moving something against a
force. There are lot of different kinds of energy in the world eg.., Kinetic Energy, Potential energy, Positive
energy, Negative Energy, Neutral Energy etc.
Positive Energy- In terms of physics, anything which contains more number of protons compared to electrons
are considered to have more positive charge and have positive energy. In terms of spiritual and religious level, if
any person is joyful, enthusiastic and spreads happiness and gives positive vibes is considered to have a positive
energy in him/her.
Negative Energy- In terms of physics, anything which contains more number of electrons compared to protons
are considered to have more negative charge and negative energy. In terms of spiritual and religious level, if a
person is wicked-minded and disseminate evil attitude giving negative vibes is considered to have a negative
energy in him/her.
Neutral Energy- In terms of physics, anything which contains equal number of electrons and protons are
considered to have equal charge and have neutral energy.
As stated by Moe "Everything is energy in the form of positive, negative and neutral.
The thoughts we think, the words we talk and the paths we walk effect everything that we do in life.
Therefore we must carefully watch our thoughts, words, visions, actions, people and our environments.
What we think, see, act and who we surround ourselves with, we will become one with this energy field."[7]
Defining “KARMA”
“KARMA” means that divine, omnipotent, omniscient Power which adjusts each effect to it‟s originating
cause. It does this consciously, wisely and unerringly; therefore it is more than the mere operation of even an
immutable law, if we regard this as acting mechanically or automatically, for Karma is the agent of Absolute
Consciousness, and not one phenomenon occurs in all this manifested universe of which it does not take
conscious note .[8]
Hypothesis
Considering all the theories and scientific facts, some important points can be laid. It is believed that when a
person commits a sin or violates the other person , he or she have to experience the similar thing as a result of
their deeds.
Law of Karma has a parallel in physics just as the energy gained by moving body is a function of the mass of the
body and it‟s velocity, the Karma acquired by an individual is a function of the type of act and good will or bad
will put by the ego in the act itself.[9]
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Correlating this with scientific approach, it can be presumed that if someone does harm to other person , a part
of negative energy is transferred to other person.
The similar concept applies for positive energy as well. If a person does something good to someone, that means
the person is giving his positive energy to that person. As law of conservation of energy states In a closed
system, i.e., a system that isolated from its surroundings, the total energy of the system is conserved.[10]
Considering universe as a closed loop system and all the objects inside the system as an individual entity , the
amount of energy in a person has to be maintained in equilibrium state. As a result the person receives in same
amount of energy through external sources.
Eg if a individual has done something good and he has given away a part of his/her positive energy, therefore
in order to maintain equilibrium, person will receive some positive energy, or in other words something good
will happen to the person and vice versa with respect to negative energy.

IV.

CONCLUSION

Everything in this universe rush towards stability.
Creating an insight towards achieving an individual‟s stability, all the negative thoughts which are inside the
human due to his/her karma could be neutralized by superimposing positive waves or energy from different
human.
Observing all the facts of science and recalling the knowledge of energy, we would like to correlate person‟s
karma with energy.
We can‟t say that the person will receive at that particular moment itself, but he/she will receive it. So when the
person is doing bad to another person, this will give impact to his structure of aura. Person‟s Bio-Field will
change accordingly.
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